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ABSTRACT
Under the intense competitive business environment, there are many suppliers, local
and international that could provide varieties of materials to the firms. Sourcing the
right materials from the right suppliers at the right place and time is strategically
important to the firm. Higher competitive advantages could be gained if the right
sourcing decision is made.

The case study of a fermented milk company is focused in this study. As the penalty
charges from the low quality crates which are used in containing the products during
delivering process is dramatically increased in this couple year. Besides that,
complaints from the key customers are also significantly increasing. In order to
reduce these problems, the new crates must be sourced for the firm. The main purpose
of this project is to select the best supplier supplying new crates by applying supplier
selection strategy. To get proper supplier, the constraints like crate dimension, crates
and truck capacity have been analyzed.

The best solution is decided based on the comparisons of all relevant aspects of the
supplier selection in term of price, size, quality of the materials, services, and so on.
The results indicated that buying from existing supplier is the best solution since the
price, truck utilization, and warehouse utilization are highest even if the acceptance of
the key customers may be questionable.
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CHAPTER I
GENERALITIES OF THE STUDY
1.1 Background of the Study

Most of the superstores and convenience stores in Thailand are mostly located close to
consumers especially, the convenience stores. The si.ze of these stores is more precise in
any area with no parking space. It focuses on more convenience for purchasing, comfort
ability and accessibility. Convenience stores are a small shop/store. These stores are
located in community areas, alongside on busy street, gas station, bus station, train
station, and community areas. These stores offer a limited range of products space and
items that people want as a matter of convenience. It sells a small-to-medium product
size like, ice-cream, snacks, ready-to-drink products (RTD), candy, map, magazines,
newspapers, ready-to-eat products (RTE) for example sausages, sandwiches and
precooked I frozen foods. The counter also provides service for any payments such as
utilities bills, telephone bills, credit card bills and even for airfare tickets. Apparently,
the convenience stores are expanding in the market rapidly.

Although there are many convenience store competitors in the market; there is a one
best known convenience store, namely 7-Eleven, is being the leader of the convenience
stores in Thailand. Now, the 7-Elevens are rapidly growing and have over 6,200
branches all over the country. It plans to expand in the future by increasing to 7,000
branches with 24/7 counter services in order to serve customer needs. Each branch
consists of many kinds of product assortments, brands, sizes and product types; hence,
the product quality is therefore the first priority

of concern that has to be controlled.

The same standardized criteria for all suppliers are used in order to ensure that all
products have good quality before customers buy products and customers are satisfied.
Consequently, quality and customer satisfaction have become the prerequisites to
success in a competitive convenience business.
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The one product type which sells through this channel is fermented milk drink that is
made from fermented milk that consists of live lactobacillus named Casei. It can
survive in the intestines and the further benefits are (1.) relieving constipation and
diarrhea basically (2.) improving digestion and nutrient absorption (3.) stabilizing
immune modulation. Its shelf life is limited to 30 days and the product must keep in a
cool place always under the controllable temperature of 2-8°c. Furthermore, this
product category is healthy and hygienic market. There is a lot of competition for
fermented milk brands in the convenience market as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Fermented Milk Drink Category

•Brand A
Brand B
•Brand C
_, Brand D

Source: ACNielsen Retail Audit Thailand, May 2011
ol.

*

Normally, sales and distribution channels of fermented milk drink can be segmented
into 2 channels; traditional trade (sell through company agents) and modem trade for
example, Tesco Lotus, Big C, Tops, The Mall and 7-Eleven are a part of the modem
trade channels. Fermented milk drink Brand A is produced by ABC Company. It
consists of many sizes sold through these channels and all sizes are the best sellers
especially in the convenience stores: 55 percent of the total market share in convenience
stores as shown in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 represents the fermented milk drink sales
value in 2010, categorized by size selling through 7-Eleven.
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Figure 1.2: Market Share of Fermented Milk Drink in Convenience Store

•BrandA
Brand B
•Brande
•Brando
•Brand E
,¥ Brand F
•Brand G
•Brand H

Source: ACNielsen Retail Audit Thailand, May 2011

Figure 1.3: Sales Value of Fermented Milk Drink in 2010 at 7-Eleven

•8Sml
• 160ml
180ml
• 335ml
• 420ml
• 800ml

Source: Financial Department of ABC Company
Although products are the best seller brand in this channel the product quality and
relevant equipment for example like cleanliness of crates and visual bottle
characteristics must be in good attributes prior to delivery to the convenience stores.
The key customer rights are to reject whole products of each shipment and send it back
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to the company immediately if those products are under their quality standard
specifications.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

ABC Company is both of the manufacturer and distributor for fermented milk drink
which composes of many sizes. Each size can cover all types of customer
segmentations. Crates are the important part of packaging material for containing
finished goods and there are 50,000 crates belonging to this company; this amount is
used for delivery nationwide with no separation of sales distribution. Currently, ABC
has got complaints from 7-Eleven that the crates look dirty in 7-Eleven's point of view
is shown in the sample picture in Figure 1.4. The cause of dirty crates attribute is
because the sticker was stuck at outside the crate with tough glue and when the crates
are used for a long period, the sticker disappear but leaves behind a black spot in that
area which cannot be cleaned off. Hence, that problem is very critical problem because
quality is under the quality standard specifications.

Figure 1.4: Crate Characteristics

Source: Production Department of ABC Company

Apart from the complaints, a large amount of penalties are charged back to the
company not even in every month frequently

but the total penalty charges have

increased compared with last year as shown in below Table 1.1, which indicates
penalties charges of 2010 versus 2011.
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Table 1.1: Penalties Charge Conclusion (THB)
Month

2010

2011

January

-

-

February

-

246,348

March

10,000

April
May

-

-

June
July
August

-

272,106
294,391

.... {\ -;1 ~

rr.

-

·r.

-

September

160,474

October
November

-

December

113,840

-

Total

284,314

812,845

~~

-

Source: Financial Department of ABC Company

-

~

p

Table 1.1 compares penalty charges between 2010 versus 2011. In 2010, total penalty
charge was 284,31 4 THB while this increased sharply to 812,845 THB in 2011. This
amount may reflect decline in customer trust. Thus, the ABC Company has to improve
this quality seriously in order to meet customer requirements otherwise penalty charges
might increase sharply with negative perception and complaints.

The data shown earlier with regard to sales distribution indicates two channels of trade:
traditional trade and modern trade. This company distributes products to modern trade
with a sales ratio of 30% while, 70% sells through traditional trade. In order to generate
maximum crate utilization, crates are used for both channels with in a described in
Figure 1.5. Crates sometimes have been taken back in big quantities for cleaning during
this process; cleaning staff will distingtiish the good crates according to appearance out
and separate those into specific areas for shipping to the 7-Eleven only. However, the
amount of crates with good appearance may not be sufficient for distribution because
the amount of crates cannot be sent back quickly and shipped as a result the problem of
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inadequate crates for products delivery to customers and penalty charges from 7-Eleven
occurs as described in Table 1.5.

Figure 1.5: Crate Cycle

Fermented milk
production process

+
Crates containing

+

Crates cleaning
process

~

.,,_,,,

tr

~

,, I ~

Storage in
Warehouse

~

+

-

Loading into
a truck

~

r:b

+
Deliver to
destination

..

~

+
Crates picking from
previous shipment
Source: Production Department of ABC Company

In order to solve that problem properly and reduced customer complaints with regard to
crate, ABC Company should have effective management who order sufficient

crates

by obtaining new crates to solve those problems. Currently, there are many suppliers
bidding price quotations by offering a low price and lowest product price. Thus, the
solution is to have sufficient crates availability and getting a proper supplier. The
research question, ''Which supplier is the most appropriate for supplying crates

according to the ABC customer's requirement?" is of concern.
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1.3 Objectives of the Study

In order to reduce the customers' complaints especially for the convenience store and
meet 7-Eleven quality specifications standard, supplier selection would be applied to
solve the company problems.
1. To identify the criteria of supplier selection
2. To apply those criteria to design a plan for final decision making
3. To compare and contrast the possible crate options and offer the best choice for
the ABC Company

1.4 Scope of the Study

This research focuses only on the crates changing for product delivery to 7-Eleven only.
To improve the problem, ABC Company needs to be aware of the issues and the
complaints from 7-Eleven. It has to deliver a better crate characteristic to 7-Eleven.
Thus, ABC Company needs to change new crates for delivery to the key customers.
Crates changing might be purchased from ABC's supplier by directly purchasing from
7-Eleven's suppliers or renting directly from 7-Eleven. Hence, the supplier selection is
selected for solving the issue and reducing penalties charges. The supplier selection
process will be based on the company perspectives and requirements. The crate
responsibilities focus only on five sections of ABC Company; planning, production,
warehouse, transportation, and purchasing department. Thus, the supplier selection is
considered locally with 3 sources; ABC's suppliers, 7-Eleven's suppliers and renting
from 7-Eleven.

7

1.5 Limitations of the Study

1. ABC products are the dairy business; its outcomes can apply to similar
businesses that face with the same problem only.
2. The root cause of penalty focuses only on ineffective crates only.
3. This project does not include other costs like, transportation cost, production
cost, marketing cost, warehouse cost and others.
4. Problem of this case study focuses on crate characteristics only on other
complaints and other cases.
5. There are many sizes and different prices respectively but the price which is
the smallest will be the basic calculation price for making comparison.
6. Data reference is presented between 2010 and 2011.

-

~
1.6 Significance of the Study

This study focuses on the supplier selection for supplying new crates that are especially
delivered to the key customer in order to reduce customer complaints, reduce product
rejection and reduce penalty charges. A good performance helps to increase company
reputation too.
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Besides, the study helps to enhance the knowledge of supplier selection in full details in
order to meet the as company expectations e.g. right price, right quality, right
specifications, right condition, right delivery of time and other requirements.
Moreover, the outcome of this study can be a guideline for other companies or any
relevant businesses which face the similar problems. It is important to realize of the
key customer.

1.7 Definition of Terms

Delivery Reliability: supplier delivers products or items to customers as confirmation

called Just-In-Time (TIT). Besides, product quantity the shipment has to be the right
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item to delivery has to be at the right place according to purchase order (PO) condition.
Otherwise, the sales orders might switch to other competitive suppliers.

Product Cost: is the total cost associated with those items and services for example the
cost of labor, material, transportation and overhead cost.

Product Quality: a set of inherent characteristics the fulfills the requirements for
example, dimensions, and specifications.

Supplier Assessment: is to evaluate supplier performance periodically to assure that
selected supplier can still perform with good performance in accordance with the
company standard.

Supply Positioning Model (SPM): is the model for analyzing characteristics of the
item as per quadrant which can affect annual expenditure value and is critical to a
business. The decision-makers can apply the model benefits by approaching the right
supplier as well offer a potential for company cost savings.

Supplier Selection: is the process of selecting, identifying and accessing supplier
quotations to meet the firms' specifications and requirements.
OI

Supplier Selection Criteria: is the attribute the supplier selected based on what the
company requires. The criterion consists of two kinds of data, namely qualitative and
quantitative data.

9

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Traditionally, supplier selection considered supplier criteria by Request For Quotation
(RFQ), supplier rating and judgments based on the lowest price from RFQ without
other considerations involved. Request For Quotation (RFQ) is to select the lowest
price from suppliers bidding in order to get the job. Currently, selecting the right
supplier because of globalization or localization is a challenge task and it is a key role
significantly for Procurement Departments of any firms (Choy et al., 2004) where both
qualitative and quantitative reflects what the company needs and develops in the longterm relationship. Quantitative criteria can be expressed into numbers which are
measurable, such as, quality, product cost and delivery time. On the other hand, a
qualitative criterion is intangible for example, service, culture and flexibility. This
chapter will review in details literature and framework of the supply positioning model,
supplier selection criteria, and illustrate by comparing whether buying or renting new
crates is better.

2.1 Supply Positioning Model

*

Originally, Supply Positioning Model (SPM) was developed by Markowitz (1952) but
firstly applied into the purchasing portfolio in 1983 by Kraljic. The model intends to
approach supply management and to analyze which quadrant of purchasing product is
and useful for deciding appropriate purchasing strategies. Moreover, Kraljic paradigm
or supply positioning model is divided into 4 quadrants; non-critical or routine,
leverage, strategic/critical and bottleneck. The model can be separated into 2
dimensions of supply risk and profit impact by 2x2 engagements is the product
classification as shown in Figure 2.1.

10
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Figure 2.1: Kraljic Purchasing Portfolio Paradigm (Supply Positioning Model)

High

Impact I
Supply Risk

Bottleneck

Strategic I
Critical

NonCritical OR
Routine

Leverage

High

Low

Expenditure

Source: Kralj'ic (1983)
For 4 types of purchasing items taken out from International Trade Centre,
UNCT AD/WTO; course book named Module 5 Appraising & Short listing Suppliers
explained differently. Characteristics and definitions are illustrated as follows;

2.1.1 Non-Critical or Routine

This product group has low expenditure and low impact I supply risk. It reflects many
services and standard products provided. Because there are many suppliers who can
apply products in the market and total amount of money spend are little and it leads to
supplier being unattractive and non-motivated to deal immediately like stationary
products and cleaning services. Thus, the purchasing department has to make an effort
to minimize cost.

2.1.2 Leverage

Products in this quadrant are high in expenditure and also in high attractiveness.
Purchasing items are standard but high in value and offerings a great potential towards
cost reductions and saving. Products can be sourced easily from many suppliers
availability in the market just rule the routine quadrant.
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2.1.3 Strategic I Critical

This quadrant is very critical to a business with bottlenecks but the money spend for
these items are higher and offers higher level of attractiveness to suppliers doing a
business.

The products may not be readily available and there may be very few

suppliers available.

2.1.4 Bottleneck

Items in this quadrant are characterized by high supply risk and low expenditure value.
Moreover, these quadrants have a product readily available in the market and have very
limited suppliers. Since the money spend is little for these items, it may not offer high
level of attractiveness to suppliers doing a business.

2.2 Purchasing Strategy

.

2.2.1 Non-Critical I Routine

Since this quadrant has low supply risk and low expenditure it may be unattractive for
suppliers because there are many suppliers in the market with a wide range of products.
In order to create purchasing value added, the Purchasing Manager has to consolidate
requirements by combining purchased items such as computer peripherals and
stationery to the same vendor.

2.2.2 Leverage

Products in this quadrant have high expenditure and company can ensure product
availability. To reduce the cost, the company needs to fix a contract to make sure that
product price will not exceed the. contact. Another factor is switching cost; switching
cost is the cost associated of changing suppliers and is related to a contract negotiation.
High switching cost results in bargaining and negotiation power.

12

2.2.3 Strategic I Critical

This quadrant represents high supply and expenditure risk for the company. The
strategic purchase is both parties, sellers and suppliers must share data or invest in a
business together for maintaining win - win business partnership and reducing risk
management. Cross-functional teams of buyers need to get involved with this.

2.2.4 Bottleneck

Purchasing products in this quadrant is also risky for the company due to limited
suppliers. Therefore, annual expenditure has low attractiveness to suppliers. The
Purchasing Manager has to sign a long-term contract with a smaller supplier (develop)
by sharing information, capacity, forecast and focus on cost rather than price.

-

2.3 Supplier Selection

The appropriate supplier selection can reduce the company purchasing cost
significantly and return profitability to the firm. Moreover, it helps to understand and
identify the supply problem perfectly (Schniederjans and Garvin, 1997). However,
selecting the right suppliers are a challenging task for the Purchasing Manager who has
to analyze and make a decision as it whether suppliers can supply items based on
requirements. Ghodsypour and O'Brien, 2001 stated that there are two issues concerned
with supplier selection;
1. Single sourcing presumes that supplier's meet every buyer's expectorations but

the final decision depends on the buyer's executive management who is
decides who to select.
2. Multiple sourcing is there are more than one suppliers supply products to the
buyers' company but some of the suppliers might not neither support buyer's
capability nor have low product quality offered. Thus, buyers need to look for
other suppliers compensating those supplier capabilities and to meet all
requirements.
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ABC Company is the manufacturer and distributor of supplying products to the key
customers so the right supplier selection is a serious decision (Choi and Hartley, 1996;
Dabe!, 2003) for running business smoothly and having an efficient and effective result.
Besides, reducing inventory cost, customer satisfaction and product quality are the
result of suppliers' reliability (Branglia and Petroni, 2000).

2.4 Supplier Selection Criteria

Basically, the decision maker has to face with selection criteria regarding two factors;
qualitative and quantitative data. Wind and Robinson ( 1968) stated that some of
suppliers sell products at a unreasonable price and might not deliver the product on time
which cause business conflicts and these problems creates getting unfavorable supplier
to for a company. Long-term value adding is a new challenge in the criteria of supplier
selection (Lemke et al., 2000). Visual information is collected from 170 Purchasing
Managers and members of the National Association of Purchasing Management.
Dickson ( 1966) stated that product cost, quality and delivery reliability are the most
significant criteria for supplier selection. All of the three criteria are illustrated and
shown in Figure 2.2 given below.

Figure 2.2: Hierarchical Supplier Selection Criteria

Supplier Selection
- Criteria

-

.

Product cost

.-

Product quality

Delivery reliability

Source: Ting (2008)
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.

2.4.1 Product cost

Most of the time, product cost is the first important criteria for the decision maker.
Special price in the quotation does not mean that those suppliers have rights to supply
items nor are company partners. Other criteria should be taken into consideration prior
the decision making.

2.4.2 Product quality

Quality is a specification and dimension that is required by the buyers. The supplier
should have a production standard for controlling consistency of production, such as,
ISO 9000. It is used for guarantee that those items are produced under production
standard criteria. In addition, buyers can be confident that those products have certain
quality and producing is produced according to a standard.

2.4.3 Delivery reliability

-

In order to improve the product flow and to ensure that products are available for
businesses run the Just-In-Time (JIT) is focused for delivery reliability criteria. Just-InTime (JIT) is another critical criterion for creating competitive business under intense
competition. Moreover, it can generate reliability among suppliers and buyers so
suppliers have to deliver items as promised otherwise, the buyers can move sales orders
to other competitive suppliers finally.

2.5 Summary

Supplier selection is a very challenge task and an important decision for purchasing
manager who has to deal with many suppliers in order to get what the company
requires. Lowest price is the classic purchasing trend but it is not always the best
answer. Purchasing Managers have to consider other factors to get appropriate
suppliers. Based on the literature review; the critical three criteria; product price,
product quality and delivery reliability are the most significant criteria for decision.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research is the case study of ABC Company that is concerned with selecting crate
suppliers. The three critical criteria; product cost, product quality and delivery
reliability are investigated in this research. Apart from those criteria, purchasing
department has to understand and acknowledge crate characteristics and utilization by
sharing information with other departments such as warehouse, planning, production,
and transportation. Those data will be gathered, analyzed and used for the supplier
selection plan.

3.1 Research Plan

As new crates are required in this current situation to substitute for the unqualified ones,
the decision to select the most appropriate crate suppliers is important. Crates are used
for product delivery both of traditional and modern trade customers.

The key

customers of this study are the large chain of convenience store named 7-Eleven. The
research plan has been designed as a guideline. The details are presented in Figure 3. l.

Figure 3.1: Research Pl
• Data collection by Request For Quotation (RFQ)

• Data collection by observation and interviews

• Data analysis and comparison of possible consequence

~ • Ffilding """•electinn

)
)

Step 4

Srep 5:
"
~-s~
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A research plan has been set as a guideline of supplier selection appropriately. The first
step of research plan is data collections by RFQ with briefly explain what process and
how data is collected. Secondly, internal data collection by real observation and
interviews are focused in order to understand the company's operations in detail. After
that, all of external and internal data will be collected and analyzed in order to compare
and select which supplier will be the most appropriate as shown in the last step of plan.
The details of each step are described as follows;

3.2 Data Collection by Request For Quotation (RFQ)

Although Request For Quotation (RFQ) is the traditional purchasing strategy but it still
useful for price comparison basically. RFQ is got from suppliers' bidding price but
RFQ is more than price per unit. It concerns more details for example specification,
credit term requested, packaging and delivery timeline. The functional task of RFQ is
under responsible by purchasing department of a firm. Purchasing staff will contact and
inform what company expectations and requirements to suppliers with due date

..

submission to get a competitive quotation.

3.3 Data Collection by Observation and Interviews

*

Lowest price cannot indicate that the selected supplier is the best supplier. There are
other factors concerned like crate dimension, material quality, customer perception, and
those factors can be a trouble to operational workers and trucks. Although decision
making power finally belongs to purchasing manager but crate usage has many
departments get involved. Thus, gathering individual interviews of each department
and real observation would deeply reflect details and deeply understand how crate
become the core material of ABC Company. Besides, data of interviews collection can
be applied for further decision and comprising with final decision from purchasing
manager. An individual interview from five departments has been described as follow;
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3.3.1 Planning Department

The main functional responsibility of this department is to plan for material purchasing
which includes raw materials and packaging; crates. Crates itself have a different
capacity and the capacity has been shown in Table 3.1 which is as follows:

Table 3.1: Crate Capacity

Fermented milk drink size Products capacity I Crate (bottles)
85ml.

-<
\:

160ml.
180ml.

~

0

120

I ·ri..

66

"'

66

335ml.

24

420ml.

18

800ml.

12

#)
~

Source: Production Department of ABC Company

3.3.2 Production Department

Crates are one of the core materials for containing finished goods (FG) in the
production line. Once crates have been returned back to the ABC factory, the cleaning
and drying process begins in order to prepare for containing finished goods (FG) in this
department again. Once finished goods (FG) run out of the production line and are
contained in a crate, all of them are put together on the pallet and wrapped by plastic
film in order to prevent product damage as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Then, the entire
pallets are moved to the warehouse department the storage and distribution process.
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Figure 3.2: Product Wrapping Process

Source: Production Department of ABC Company

3.3.3 Warehouse Department

..
Once pallets arrive into the warehouse the lap-over process occurs and the pallets are
kept under a temperature of 2-4°c as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, the crate dimension
impacts warehouse layout and storage space too.
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Figure 3.3: Product Storage in Warehouse

Source: Warehouse Department of ABC Company

3.3.4 Transportation Department

Apart from warehouse space, crate dimension also impacts the internal truck space
when crates are uploaded into the truck for delivery to a specific destination as shown
in Figure 3.4. Moreover, there are many types of trucks and truck dimension itself has a
different capacity limitation as shown in Table 3.2. Smaller or bigger size of crates can
cause truck loaders to be unfamiliar with space inside the trucks and products inside are
likely to get damaged.
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Figure 3.4: Internal Truck Space

..

Table 3.2: Type of Trucks and Truck Dimension
Inside

Truck

Dimension

Capacity

Outside
Truck Types

Dimension

'fj ~

Box/M.

Box/M.

Big 10-Wheel

2.48

7.35

2.50

2.30

7.20

2.32

1,050

Big 6-Wheel

2.44

6.50

2.65

2.24

6.31

2.40

700

Medium 6-Wheel

2.32

5.55

2.35

2.12

5.32

2.13

550

Medium 4-Wheel

1.88

3.10

2.08

1.68

2.91

1.87

190

Small 6-Wheel

2.03

4.20

1.96

1.83

4.02

1.80

320

Small 4-Wheel

1.75

2.22

1.66

1.50

2.10

1.45

130

Source: Transportation Department of ABC Company
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Each size of truck has different dimensions inside and outside; truck capacity itself also
has different capacity as shown in Table 3.2 respectively. This is the maximum capacity
of quantity and should not exceed those volumes regarding fresh products are sensitive
and must be always under controllable temperatures. Therefore, the vehicle compressor
is installed at the end of truck for internal cooling. In addition, there is a gap between
the ceiling of truck and the first crate on the top of the pallet of approximately 20
centimeters; so that cooling air can flow through the internal truck and it can prevent
product damage.

3.3.5 Purchasing Department

Product cost is the first priority. Second is credit term in the purchasing point of view.
The long credit term can cause payment liquidity and good health for the company

-

financially.

Interviews results collected from different aspects and operational functions depend on
what section of the interviewees work in. Finally, data combination can identify the
best answer for which supplier will be selected. Payment extension from short to long
credit term, such as 90 days, 120 days, can make the cash flow and lead to good
financial status. Thus, a long credit term becomes another significant condition for
comprising supplier selection instead of product cost only.

3.4 Data Analysis and Comparison of Possible Consequence

Supplier selection will be considered step-by-step according to supplier selection
criteria. The first selection will focus on buying crates from ABC's suppliers, secondly
· buying from 7-Eleven's suppliers and finally renting from 7-Eleven as compared and
shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Total Criteria Comparison
Options

I

Descriptions

Buy from

- Price

ABC's

- Quality

Suppliers

- Delivery lead

I

Price
(THB/unit)

Quantity
(units)

70

15,000

v..

time

.,-...;;

I

Total Cost
Buy from

- Price

7-Eleven's

- Crate design and

Suppliers

..J

- Delivery lead time

7-Eleven

7lo~.

I Grade B (5 years)
I

7

2,700,000

2

3,000,000

()
0

~~

1- Price

Delivery
Lead Time
(days)

2,100,000

7

I)~

Product Quality
with Life Time
(years)

2,100,000

I:!

I Grade B (5 years)

I

I

15
5,700,000

2,000

15

360,000

;'Y

~

- Quality
- Delivery lead
time

I

I

•

Total Cost
Rent from

Total Cost
(THB)

I
15,000

~t

- Quality

- ~l1.11.vuP
~~·

I

90

printing block fee

Buying
Frequency
(time/year)
2

Of~ rnr~v,\.

#j> -

I

360,000

Total Cost
Source: Controlling Department of ABC Company
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I Grade A (7 years)

I
3

The overview of total criteria comparison; price of buying from 7-Eleven's suppliers
are the most expensive than the rests because the supplier charges for crate design and
printing block fee as well as delivery lead time is high due to long time execution from
the being to the end of the internal process for ABC Company. In order to prevent
transportation risk, buyers and sellers must be involved early sin the product
development to ensure that crate dimensions meet the company in requirements and
crates deliveries are on time. Although renting from 7-Eleven seems to be the best
choice of solution due to longest life time of crate utilization (7 years), shortest delivery
lead time (3 days) and total cost which is the cheapest too. However, this data cannot
finally decide that this possible consequence will become the final answer. For deeply
detail of each choice and other constraints will be presented in Chapter 4.

3.5 Finding and Selection

Although cost comparison has been conducted it does not indicate the company will get
the right answer. Moreover, there should be advantages, disadvantages and other
constraints when cost comparisons are made with regard to the final decision described
in Chapter 4.

3.6 Summary

*~If?~

S NCE

'J'V/fJ

The appropriate supplier selection is very significant for every firm. Only the final
decision making from the purchasing department or the purchasing manager may not be
right to select supplier. So the research and methodology helps to understand in detail
how to select suppliers based on criteria. The financial part is focused according to
those criteria too. Driven and sustainable growth deployment of any firm has not been
from some functional parts of company but it comes from all departments working as a
team.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter presents data analysis based on data collection by comparing positive and
negative aspects of each option and possible consequence of supplier selection. This
chapter composes of 3 sections; 1) Comparison of the possible choices; 2) Choice
selection; and 3) Possible consequences of the selected choice.

4.1 Comparisons of the Possible Choices

Three possible choices; rent the new crates from the 7-Eleven, buy the new crates from
the supplier of 7-Eleven or buy the new crates from the ABC's supplier are available. In
fact, buying new crates from 7-Eleven's supplier is similar to buying from ABC's
supplier regarding to crate properties for example, dimension, type of crate (grade B),
term of payment, credit term and other specifications are under ABC's requirements.
Thus, the choice of buying from 7-Eleven's supplier is abandon. Therefore, only two
possible solutions of this case are available; either buying from ABC's supplier or
renting from 7-Eleven.

To decide whether to rent from 7-Eleven or to buy from the

supplier of the ABC is more effective to ABC Company, the comparisons of all choices
must be processed. The comparisons are performed in four aspects 1) Crate capacity; 2)
Cost; 3) Product Quality I Durability; and 4) Customer Acceptance. The details are as
follows:

4.1.1 Crate Capacity Comparison

Currently, crates have been bought from ABC's supplier with dimension W: 47.80cm x
L: 53.00cm x H: 13.50cm while renting from 7-Eleven, the dimension is W: 34.40cm x
L: 43.00cm x H: 27.SOcm as expressed in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Empty Crate Comparisons

B: 7-Eleven's Crate (Rent)

A: ABC Supplier's Crate (Buy)

Source: Warehouse Department of ABC Company

Figure 4.1 A shows the crates from ABC's supplier while 4.1 B shows 7-Eleven's crate.
Both of them are obviously different when they are with or without the products as seen
in Figure 4.2.

.
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Figure 4.2: Full Crate Comparisons

Product size

A: ABC Supplier's Crate

B: 7-Eleven' s Crate
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Source: Warehouse Department of ABC Company

In order to visualize and perceive those comparisons obviously, the Table 4.1 compares
the numbers of the products contained in the crate and product quantities should not
exceed the limitation otherwise, crates and products inside might be affected.
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Table 4.1: Products Capacity Comparison

ABC Supplier's Crate (Buy)
Bottles/Crate
120
85ml.
l 60ml. & l 80ml
66
24
335ml.
18
420ml.
12
800ml.
Source: Production Department of ABC Company
Bottle size

7-Eleven's Crate (Rent)
Bottles/Crate
84
36
20
20
6

The products capacity contained in ABC supplier's crates have more capacity than
those rented from 7-Eleven which has except one size that is 420ml. 7-Eleven 's crates
can contain a total quantity of 20 bottles while 18 bottles can contained in ABC
supplier's crates. Although 7-Eleven crates have more capacity but it does not mean
that renting from 7-Eleven is the best choice. Product delivery has a full-truck-load
(FTL) which generates maximum truck utilization to all customers. Although customers
sometimes might order less-than-truck-load (LTL), the company usually consolidates
all of small orders shipping to the same destination otherwise the transportation cost
will be high and this would make customer unsatisfied. Table 4.2 compares products
quantity in pallets per-square meter between ABC supplier's crates and 7-Eleven's
crates with 3 layers. 3 layers of crates are simulation of crate overlapping crates when it
is contained in a truck. That demonstration is to compare basically how total numbers
of crates are different and what choice can have more capacities. Simulation of these 3
layers can finalize partly what choice should be selected so the comparisons of pallets
per square meter between those choices have been taken into considerations.
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Table: 4.2 Crates on Pallet Comparison

ABC Supplier's Crate (Buy)
7-Eleven's Crate (Rent)
Bottles/Crate Bottles/Sq. M* Bottles/Crate Bottles/Sq. M*
18,720
84
15,120
120
85ml.
9,720
11 ,880
160ml.& 180ml.
36
66
4,320
20
4,320
24
335ml.
4,104
3,240
20
18
420ml.
2,160
2,160
12
6
800ml.
Note: *Bottles contained in 3 layers pallets per Square meter
Source: Warehouse Department of ABC Company
Bottle size

Based on data comparison, the overview result indicates that total products quantity
with 3 layers of pallets per-square meter for ABC's supplier has more capacity than
7-Eleven. As mentioned earlier crate always impacts internal truck space and truck
capacity since trucks are different types and sizes with limited capacity. Table 4.3 is
compares maximum products that can be xontained in each type of truck.

Table: 4.3 Truck Capacities

ABC Supplier's Crate
Truck type

7-Eleven's Crate

Crates

Bottles

Crates

Big 10 - wheel

1,050

53,830

768

39,373

Big 6 - wheel

700

46,572

672

44,709

Medium 6 - wheel

550

36,375

504

33,333

Medium 4 - wheel

190

10,356

144

7,849

Small 6 - wheel

320

21,288

270

17,962

Small 4 - wheel

130

6,660

80

4,098

Bottles

Source: Transportation Department of ABC Company

Crate buying from ABC's suppliers is the better choice in terms of truck utilization and
crate capacity because more capacity of crates can be contained and its dimension can
mostly generate maximum internal truck space.
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4.1.2 Comparison in Product Quality I Durability

Crate quality is another critical factor of concern. Crates are made from long chain
polymers plastic. The polymer is composed of small building units called monomers
that are a chemically linked substance. Plastics can be categorized mainly into 2 types;
Thermoplastics and Thermosetting.

Thermoplastics can be reusable for example,

Polypropylene (PP) and Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET, PETE). Thermosetting
cannot be recycled for example, Melamine, Epoxy and Polyurethane. Furthermore,
plastic can be categorized into 7 groups with specific application to different kinds of
packaging. Each group of plastic can be identified by a Plastic Identification Code
(PIC) as illustrated in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Plastic Identification Code (PIC)

(:-:_)
PETE

(~)

Polyethylene
Terephthalate
(PET, PETE)

Clarity, strength,
toughness, barrier to
gas and moisture.

High Density
Polyethylene
(HDPE)

Stiffness, strength,
toughness, resist-ance
to moisture,
permeability to gas.

Polyvinyl
Chloride (V)

Versatility, clarity,
eases of blending,
strength, toughness.

HDPE

/'.

CJ
v

(~
pp

Low Density
Polyethylene
(LDPE)

Polypropylene
(PP)

tJ t

&

Polystyrene (PS)

(~

Other

1~

PS

OTHER

Milk, juice,
water bottles,
yogurt cup and
retail bags.
Juice bottles

I

LDPE

&

Packaging
Application
Soft drink and
salad dressing
bottles

Qualifications

Type of Plastic

Plastic Code

~

Ease of processing,
strength, toughness,
flexibility, ease of
sealing, barrier to
moisture.
Strength, toughness,
resistance to heat,
chemicals, grease and
oil, versatile, barrier to
moisture.
Versatility, clarity,
easily formed

°'

°" ~

~

Dependent on
polymers or
combination or
polymers.

Frozen food bags
and squeezable
bottles

Reusable
microwaveable
ware,
kitchenware,
disposable cups
and plates.
Egg cartons,
disposable cups,
plates, trays and
cutlery
Beverage bottles,
baby milk
bottles.

Source: The Plastic and Chemical Industries Association (PACIA)

Crates are an item made from Polypropylene (PP) which are strong, tough, heat
resistant, easy to form as requirements and reusable after the life time. Thus, the good
crates utilization for this company must be hard; carry total weight of products quantity
and have no crash. Crate plastic itself has been specifying categories of 3 types; grade
A, grade B and grade C and each definition is Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5: Crate Properties
Crate Type

Property

Life Time

Grade A

Made from 100% pure plastic and it can be

7 years

reusable after life time
Grade B

Made from I-time of reusable plastic with no

5 years

toxic residues
Grade C

Made from 3-times of recycle plastics which

3 years

consists of toxic residues in plastic material
Source: Planning Department of ABC Company

Although crates of type "A" grade are the best quality with longest life time but the
price is certainly high because it is made from pure plastic. In the meanwhile, crate
grade C seems to be the worst grade although its price is cheapest and can be able to
recyclable but it is not safe because of toxic residues. This grade is suitable for garbage
bag and plastic bucket production. Thus, crate grade B is moderate and is the best
option for making a sales order (SO) to suppliers. Based on suppliers' quotation and

.

ABC Company's requirements, Table 4.6 concludes the data comparisons.

Table 4.6: Comparison of Product Quality and Durability
Type of Crate

Life Time

Reuse

ABC Supplier's Crate (Buy)

Grade B

5 years

Yes

7-Eleven's Crate (Rent)

Grade A

7 years

Yes

4.1.3 Cost Comparison

Generally, 7-Eleven consists of many branches nationwide but all of those branches are
under the management of distribution center (DC) for each area, especially in products
stock and sales order (SO). There are 5 distribution centers which are located in
different geographical areas with different distances as shown in Table 4. 7 below. The
round trip distance starts from the ABC factory to each DC.
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Table 4.7: Area of7-Eleven's Distribution Center
Distance (round trip)

Location of DC

Area
North

Chiang Mai province

1,820 km

Northeast

Khon Kaen province

2,100 km

South

Suratthani province

1,288 km

BKK

Bangbuathong

106km

Suvamabhumi

200km

Source: Transportation Department of ABC Company

Four out-of-five DCs named Chiang Mai, Khon Kaen,

Bangbuathong and

Suvamabhumi are delivered to directly by ABC Company while Suratthani distribution
center is under the synergy project that is handled by the outsource department of the
ABC Company. Those locations of the 4 DCs have. a different delivery timetable as
shown Table 4.8.

Table 4.8: Delivery Timetable to 7-Eleven's DCs
Area

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri. Sat.

Sun.

Total
trip/week

North

-

1

-

1

-

1

1

4

Northeast

l

l

1

1

1

1

-

6

- Suvamabhumi

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

14

- Bangbuathong

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

21

BKK

Total

45

Source: Transportation Department of ABC Company

Average sales order (SO) of 7-Eleven is 900 crates per trip and total trip of delivery
timetable to 7-Eleven's DCs is 45 trips per week with total crates using is 40,500. The
truck delivery type is always on big 10-wheel truck. Based on data collection which
shows the real total trip, total crates used per week in each ratio are; Bangbuathong DC
in BKK area has the most frequency of delivery than others which means this DC has to
use more crates accordingly. In order to ensure the crates are sufficient, the researcher
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presumed that 5 percent of crates should be spared. The calculation of 5 percent of
spare crates is based on real crates usage of each area for example, North area needs to
use 36,000 crates in a real situation and 5 percent of spare is equal to 180 crates
(36,000x5% = 180). Then, the Northern area will have totally 180 spare crates and 270
crates for Northeast area respectively. Thus, a total quantity of spare crates should be
2,025. In the meantime, crates are sometimes lost, damaged or broken during a year
thus, 30 percent of crates depreciation is considered. Crate depreciation is set for spare
crates' deduction in case of a situation occurs for example; in the Northern area where
having 5 percent of spare crates ( 180 crates) and 30 percent of depreciation amount to
54 crates (180x30%=54 ). Thus, new crates in this area might be lost or damage
approximately 54·crates a year and 608 crates amount to total crates depreciation for all
areas.

Although spare crates are deducted crates availability still exist as shown in Table 4.9.
Total spared crates after 30 percent depreciation amount to 126 crates (180-54=126) for
the Northern area, 189 crates (270-81 =189) for Northeast, 441 crates (630-189=441) for
Suvarnabhumi DC, 662 crates (945-284=662). For Bangbuathong DC in BKK area,
total spared crates for all of areas equals to 608. Besides, if crates volume has been set
evenly as real usage, crates might not be adequate to support customer orders. Thus,
ABC Company should have total crates for real usage with spare for North area in a
total quantity of 3,726 crates (3,600+ 126=3,726) with other areas respectively in order
to response to what customer needs or wants and exceed customer satisfaction, ABC
Company should have at least total crates with spares in a total quantity of 41,918
totally.
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Table 4.9: Total Crates and Spares to Buy

180

54

126

Total
Crate
with
Spare
3,726

5,400

270

81

189

5,589

31%
47%

12,600
18,900

630
945

189
284

441
662

13,041
19,562

100%

40,500

2,025

608

1,418

41,918

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Total
trip/
week

North

-

1

-

1

-

1

1

4

9%

Real
Crate
usage
I trio
3,600

Northeast

1

1

1

1

1

1

-

6

13%

BKK
- Suvarnabhumi
- Bangbuathong

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

2
3

14
21
45

Area

~

Total

!Jo

\ _,

I:!f!lt

__.

Ratio
of trip
/week

5% of 30%
Spare Depreciation

~

~\

~

~~

~*

ONtt11"\\\.
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Total
Spared
Crate

In order to get clearer cost of comparison, relevant cost of each choice between cost of
buying from ABC's suppliers and renting from 7-Eleven processes. This shown in
Table 4.10 calculations based on expected volume of crates bought from ABC's
suppliers (41,918 crates) and the table that was rented from 7-Eleven (40,500 crates).

Table 4.10: Cost Comparison of Each Choice

Description·

ABC Supplier's Crate
Buy)
70.00

7 - 11 's Crate
Rent)
15.00

60.00

84.00

1.17

0.18

Unit order

41,918.00

40,500.00

Operating cost

50,000.00

50,000.00

Overhead cost

30,000.00

30,000.00

Cleaning cost

50,000.00

Depreciation cost (30%)

12,575.25

12,150.00

100.00

100.00

7,000.00

1,500.00

198,479.00

100,882.14

Unit cost
Life time (month)
Cost per month per piece

Scrap unit
Cost of scrap
Total cost
Cost per piece

2.49
('

v

'\J

Once total cost of each choice has been compared, the result shows that the cost per
piece for renting from 7-Eleven is cheaper than buying from ABC's suppliers.
Normally, deposit fee of renting is a total amount of 200 THB per piece has to be
computed however, this cost will finally return back to ABC Company when the
renting contract is over so this cost is abandon. Buying new crates from ABC's
suppliers with total volume of 41,918 crates will generate a total amount of 50,000
THB of cleaning cost while, this cost is already combined in unit cost of renting from 7Eleven. This is no additional cleaning cost involved.
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4.1.4 Customer Acceptance

Key customers like 7-Eleven are always strict with their operational rules in order to
assure that all products are under control and meet specific standards before being
handed to customers. Thus, cleanness from suppliers is the first process focused.
Furthermore, products under quality standard specifications will be rejected easily with
big penalty charges to suppliers.

Generally, all kinds of materials depend on designing of customer's vendor and all of
them are acceptable. However, those materials have to be clean and attain the quality
standard of 7-Eleven. Renting from 7-Eleven is a good proposal and results in zero
complaints of crate cleanliness because cleaning process is the responsible of 7-Eleven.
Although it can solve the problem it has restrictions because ABC Company sales
orders (SO) daily has 7-Eleven crates daily with big quantities and fixed window time
of product delivery for each distribution center (DC) so this situation really needs more
focuses in time, crates and staff management. Furthermore, crates cycle is ineffective at
another distribution segment. In the meanwhile, buying new crates from ABC's
suppliers is also acceptable because the life time of crates can be sold out and replaced
with new ones. The washing process, cleaning staff can select a good property for
delivery to 7-Eleven sufficiently. In addition, crates are very effective at another
distribution segment with no constraints.

4.2 Choice Selection

Various types of data were gathered from five relevant departments; planning,
purchasing, production, warehousing and transportation. The source of data from each
section is different. Firstly crates specifications, number of purchasing items, product
quality and expected dimension are taken from the planning department. Secondly, the
purchasing department provides price quotations according to the credit term. A long
credit term makes a cash flow for the company. While, production department is the
third part of data collection which indicates the crate capacity. The warehouse
department is another function which focuses mostly on crate because its dimension can
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affect the internal warehouse space and impact the product quality. Lastly, it is the
distribution process which is linked to the transportation department; maximum internal
truck utilization can generate lowest transportation cost. Moreover, delivery lead time
must be on time as customer requirement otherwise this customer might not be satisfied
and can come up with a lot of complaints. Positive and negative attributes obtained
from each choice are identified in the four aspects as discussed in the previous section.
The details can be concluded in Table 4.11.
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Table 4.11: Comparison of the Possible Choices

As ects
Crate Capacity

ABC Su lier's Crate u )
7 - 11 's Crate (Rent)
- Have more capacity
- Less capacity due to
its dimension is
smaller
Crate capacity
- Its dimension impacts
Crate capacity
unlikely loading in
comparison;
trucks
- 85ml
- 120 bottles
- 84 bottles
- l 60ml& 180ml
- 66 bottles
- 36 bottles
- 335ml
- 24 bottles
20 bottles
- 420ml
- 18 bottles
20 bottles
- 800ml
- 12 bottles
6 bottle
Cost
- Low price quoted
- Reduce crate
prevention lose
- No charge for create
block and design
- High cost of labor
due to taking long
- Comfort to control and
time for products
management
uploading
- Estimate reducing
- Estimate reducing
penalty charge to 12%
penalty charges to
zero percent
- Unutilized crate
rotations
Product Quality/
- Good quality
- Hard, be able to contain
Durability
total weight of products
- In case of internal
quantity and against with
truck arrangement, if
cash
crate cannot arrange
suitably, products
inside of truck can be
damaged easily
Customer Acceptance - Insufficient cleanness
- No complaint
control can be cause
anymore regarding to
customer complains
create title due to
cleaning process is
under 7-11
controllable
- Meet customer
satisfaction

R I

Based on data comparison of 2 possible choices; buying from ABC's suppliers and
renting from 7-Eleven are very effective for ABC Company. Since, those gathering data
have clarified details it was found that buying from ABC's supplier seems to be the best
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possible consequence. If ABC Company selected their existing supplier, ABC
Company might face with some customer complaints regarding crate cleanliness.
However, the complaint ratio might be less than last year. So, penalty charges and gain
profit estimation of each choice has been demonstrated in Table 4.12.

Table 4.12: Penalty Charges and Profit Gained Estimation for 2012

Penalty charge
Month
2010

2011

Jan

-

.-....:

Feb

-

Mar

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

246,348
10,000

Apr

-

May

-

Jun

Penalty charge
Estimation for
20 12
7ABC
11 's
Supplier'
s Crate
Crate
(Buy)
(Rent)

[

I

272,106

-

294,391

Jul

-

-

-

-

Aug

-

'-

-

-

Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

-

16,0474

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

186%

0.00
0%

ABC
Supplier's
Crate (Buy)

7 - 11 's
Crate
(Rent)

40,571,465

51 ,709,487

48,615,757

44,707,159

56,732,603

54,265,968

48,268,159

63 ,908,903

61,130,255

49,144,321

61,092,308

58,436,121

46,977,182

61,000,736

58,348,530

45 ,164,555

59,130,943

56,560,032

49,404,065

63,826,339

61,051,280

43,372,977

55,615,457

53,1 97,394

37,099,670

51 ,012,091

48,794,174

34,733,160

46,738,283

44,706,184

40,131,068

51,938,897

49,680,684

42,492,631

54,802,451

52,419,736

677 ,508,496

647,208,327

15%

10%

-

11,3840
812,845

Profit 2011

:.

-

284,314
Total

~~

Profit Gained
Estimation for 2012

0.00
0%

522,068,422

Note: Percentage is calculated from data estimation divided by real data in 2011.

The computation above shows that new crates including spare ones are in total quantity
of 41,918 have been bought from ABC's supplier in 2012. This company will not face
with penalty charges if new crates in total quantity of 40,500 have been rented from
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7-Eleven. Both choices are positive results in cost of customer complaint reduction.
However, the profit gained estimation between both of them is different. The
computation table shows that buying new crates from ABC's supplier in total of 41,918
crates should generate

profit gain

in total amount

of 677 ,508,496 THB

(677,508,496/522,068,422) or 15% to ABC Company since the crates are adequate and
ready for delivery. Supporting sales order (SO) increased under the branch expansion
of the key customer. In the meantime, renting from 7-Eleven is very positive result with
zero complaints reduction since 7-Eleven is responsible for the cleaning process by
themselves and they cannot complain about their performance. Renting volume is
limited (40,500 crates) which is fixed quantity under the annual contract rate and if
there is increasing number of sales order (SO), crates may not be sufficiently available
Thus, expected gain profit in 2012 has been estimated at 647,208,327 THB
(647,208,327/522,068,422) or 10% only.

4.3 Possible Consequences of the Selected Choice

New crates availability for ABC Company whether bought from ABC's suppliers or
renting from 7-Eleven can reduce penalty charges since the new crates have no fungi.
However, possible consequence of each choice has different constraints, price
quotation, quality, delivery lead time and reliability. Apart from that, there are other
factors like truck, crate dimensions and warehouse space. After data collection and
consideration it was found that buying new crates with proposed purchasing quantity of
41,918 can generate more benefits than ~enting from 7-Eleven. Thus, the possible
consequence of the selected choice is to buy new crates from ABC's suppliers.

4.4 Summary

The data collection from relevant departments has illustrated that there are many factors
and constraints involved with a single decision. The data comparison has summarized
that crates bought from ABC's suppliers is the best solution for this case study since it
can generate more utility for both of truck space and crate capacity. By this, crate
utilization for fermented milk drink size 85ml is 143 percent, 183percent for product
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size 160 and l 80ml respectively, while crate renting utilization is good for generating
internal truck space. Thus, buying new crates from ABC's suppliers is the best possible
decision because of the positive consequences.
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CHAPTERV
SUMMARY FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter is a conclusion for all the studies which can be categorized into four
sections; first is the summary of the findings and conclusions. Next, it is theoretical
implications. Managerial implications are expressed in third section. The final of this
chapter presents limitations and recommendations for further research.

5.1 Conclusions and Summary of the Findings

The main objective of this study is to select suppliers supply new crates to ABC
Company. The cause of sourcing is what ABC Company is faced with complaints key
customers namely 7-Eleven and those complaints resulted in a big penalty charge in
2011. In order to solve that problem, ABC Company needs to have sufficient crates
available to response to 7-Eleven's sales order and the crates properties must be under
quality standards according to 7-Eleven conditions. Thus, buying new crates from three
possible sources have been focused; buying from ABC's suppliers, buying from the
suppliers of 7-Eleven and the final option is to rent from 7-Eleven directly. Buying new
crates from ABC's suppliers and 7-Eleven's suppliers are alike in both of dimensions,
specifications and term of payment except product cost. Although buying new crates
from suppliers of 7-Eleven is the possible choice, its specifications are similar to ABC's
supplier so, this choice has discarded. There are two possible choices with positive
consequence to solve this problem finally. However, each possible consequence has a
different advantage and disadvantage itself. So, all details of possible choices are
summarized as follows;
-

Buying new crates from ABC's suppliers; crate dimension can generate
maximum crate capacity, truck capacity, warehouse space and benefits to truck
loaders. In addition, it can generate benefits to another distribution segment.
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Therefore, it is risky to get some complaints back if those crates are out-of-order
in the future since the cleaning responsibilities are handled by ABC Company.
-

Renting from 7-Eleven; this choice can surely get zero complaints since all
rental crates have to be cleaned by 7-Eleven. Thus, crates cleanliness would not
be fined and blamed back to ABC Company. Although rental price is cheap and
should reduce total expenses but the crate dimension of 7-Eleven become
ABC's problem since it do not match with ABC's requirements and crates'
performance generates less utilization in crate capacity, truck capacity and
warehouse space.

ER

All data gathered especially' from real observation and interviews are collected from all
relevant sections of ABC Company; planning department, production department,
warehouse department, transportation department and purchasing department. Those
data would reflect various restrictions of each possible choice depending on each
responsibility of those departments. It is necessary to get the right product with the right
requirements for both of buyers and sellers. The process of supplier selection 1s
contingent upon both of qualitative and quantitative data.

The result of proposed solution is to buy new crates from ABC' s suppliers in a total
quantity of 41 ,918 crates. This volume includes spare crates in order to support
increasing sales order of 7-Eleven and for replacing the ineffective ones. According to
the research question, the supplier selection of crates from ABC' s supplier is the best
possible solution to solve this problem. The ineffective crate complaints should
seriously reduce in 2012.

5.2 Theoretical Implications

Generally, rent or buy influences the

decision-m~er

including individuals and the

company in a reality. A personal decision seems easier than to a company one since it
concerns many sections, factors, constraints and complex processes for finalizing the
answer.
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This study aims to comprehend the significant role between rent and buy. For this case
it is necessary to decide whether renting or buying is better, although the final decision
is centralized made by the purchasing manager. However, the final decision is
decentralize since there are many sections concerned. Renting or buying is an
advantage and disadvantage to both but to select one of them, the decision-maker has to
understand and consider relevant factors like which option can generate maximum
value since it relates to money. It should be a value for money decision. Other
researchers could apply the concept of renting and buying into other businesses or
individual decisions for example residents, equipment, office, furniture and vehicles.
They have to calculate-. a total cost, potential gain and tax and interest payment
especially for residents. Taking more factors and constraints into decision-making an
account having more ideas of which options will really cost less in the end or which
will generate maximum benefits at the same time as per decision maker's perspectives.
Finally, this concept can be applied to both of business and individual decisions in real
life although it may not a hundred percent successful.

5.3 Managerial Implications
This research is developed for supplier selection of ABC Company that is included in
the dairy business category. This study can be a guideline for purchasing department,
packaging department and other big projects that really need cooperation from relevant
sections of the company. Moreover, it can be applied for personal decisions even it is
partly an adaptation. Customer complaints are the signal for improvement. For
improvement and development of ABC Company complaints must be reduced for 7Eleven and spare crates must be always ready for use I replacement.

Apart from crate improvement, cleaning staff is another factor that is critical
improvement and development. In order to have a good crate property, that staffs have
to be trained seriously regarding the cleaning process. In addition, the ABC Company
should set for some special rewards or certificated for those staff that have the best
cleaning performance. This strategy would persuade other cleaning staff to follow the
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right methods. This solution and guidelines are set for the win-win situation both of the
buyers and sellers and 7-Eleven can gain satisfaction, generating sustainable growth of
company accordingly.

5.4 Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research

Data collection of this study is based on historical data which shown the amount of
penalty charged from 7-Eleven and costs of crates are focused only relevant sections.
While, other costs are not included in the study of the firm are avoided. This study is
;

used for theoretical research and cannot be implemented in other companies. However,
ABC Company can use this model by implementing it in a real situation if proved by
the higher authorities.

In order to prevent re-occurrence of complaint with big penalty charged, the researcher
would like to suggest three methods of future research. Firstly, ABC Company should
get involved at an early stage by setting a monthly meeting or satisfaction evaluation
with 7-Eleven in order to update their policy conditions. After that, ABC Company can
distribute the current data to internally relevant sections. Secondly, ABC Company
should setup a program of the right cleaning process for all staff with their performance
assessment for a period of time. Finally, the SCDC cleaning process is described and
recommended in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: SCDC Cleaning Process Recommendation

Sorting

Checking

Sorting

Drying

Cleaning

this process should sort the new and old crates separately when they are

returned at the cleaning area.
New crates

no sticker should be slack on a crate used mainly in 7-Eleven

Old crates

problem crates used by company agents; traditional trade

Cleaning -

there should have higher efficiency of washing machines and washing

liquid to clean off a tough of glue sticker that was stuck on the old crates.

Drying

the current drying process· is to let crates dry in the air but there is

sometimes not enough. ABC Company should invest in an electronic dryer to dry all
the crates prior collection for preventing humidity and ensuring those crates are
completely dry.

Checking - to ensure whether cleaning crates appearance are good and ready for
reuse in next process, the quality control process (QC) is a must. At this stage, a crate
that does not satisfy requirements will be moved to rewash process.

Lastly, ABC Company should check the monthly performance of the washing machine
and if this company would like to purchase a new one, the ABC Company should look
for higher efficiency and specifications.
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1. How does it different between "rent" or "buy"?
2. Which option - purchasing from ABC's supplier, purchasing from convenience
store supplier or renting from convenience store will be the best solution?
3. Will ABC Company face with any impacts to those options?
4. Why ABC Company does not hire outsource handling?
5. How ABC Company confident that having new crates adequately will solve this
problem?
6. How to control creates cleanliness prior ship to 7 - 11? What is the washing
standard?
7. What constraints has company faced with?
8. In case ofrenting, what problem of the company will face with?
9. Apart from price, do you think there is any factor affecting to the company?
10. Do you think that, if the company still continues to buy new crates from existing
company, will this problem re-occur?
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